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The smoking-hot one-night stand I was never supposed to see again? Yeah, well, I might be

pregnant, and he's my OB-GYN.
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Everyone has their own opinions on books and mine here won't be a popular one. Not at all.I waited

to review this book. I contemplated for days on what I would write...it's not easy for me when it's an

author I usually enjoy reading.It was very hard for me to read this book and to actually finish. The

book was riddled with errors and timeline issues and many inconsistencies.There was a good

premise to the story. I could have been very enjoyable. But I'm a very picky person when it comes to

editing and proofreading. Some mistakes were so simple to catch, yet they were there.I've been

reading and reviewing for too long to overlook this.I really feel bad about writing a review like this,

but I have to be true to myself and write what I really feel.This does not mean I will stop reading this

author, on the contrary, I'm hoping that the next book will be much better and actually look forward

to it!

Amazing, absolutely an awesome story! Two people met, spent one incredible night together, then

in the morning one 2nd guesses themself, and the other wakes up alone and feels ghosted at being

left without a word. Their connection was amazing, felt by both, without a doubt, but how do you find

someone when all you have is a 1st name! Obviously they don't want to be found, or she might

have sought him out. Do they stand a chance? Is there such a thing as true soul Mates? Read on,



enjoy, see what Mason and Bren have in store for you! I loved their journey, beautiful story!!!

Mason had a one night stand with the woman of his dreams but she left when he woke up and he

had no way of finding her. He kept thinking about her and it was messing with his life. He never

connected with a woman like that and he was sad. Then one day she is on his table waiting for an

GYN exam. He found his Bren but she did not believe in happily ever after and couldn't understand

why such a perfect man would be interested in her. That began their struggle and how Mason had

to convince Bren to give him a chance.

Ok. I'm just going start by saying I was highly disappointed in this book. I was so excited and could

not wait to read and it was ok. Neither character got me excited and eager to flip to the next page.

They were kind of boring. I will say Bren annoyed me. I wanted to tell her to grow up...put on her big

girl panties because everyone has issues of some sort. I just couldn't relate to either character

which was disappointing. Oh well. Maybe next time.

That was one of the most adobe stories. It was so good I had to finish it tonight. Mason and Bren

were cute and funny. Mason and Bren had a one night stand that neither of them could forget. She

see him a few week later becshe believes she pregnant. A friend make her an appointment with a

good doctor and Surprise. It's Dr. Mason Bentley, the one night stand that she ran from while he

was sleep. Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‚Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‚Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‚. You got to ready this story. It just a feel good.

This was so much fun to read!!! I loved Mason, our kind hearted, dirty talking Doctor and Bren, our

scared little zoologist.I loved the concept and delivery of the storyline. Is she pregnant? We get to

see Bren and Mason develop a relationship without having a baby be the reason they are together. I

loved it.The only thing I'm hoping for now is a soul mate for Mason's best friend and fellow Doctor

Trent!

I love Kendall Ryan and she never disappoints. I have been a fan from her beginnings as an author.

She just gets better with every book she writes. This is another HEA with a wonderful H/h. Both are

strong and likeable; though she does have issues he never gives up. Ms. Ryan's stories always

make me a page turner reading until dawn as I just have to finish that last page. This is such a good

read.



I was hoping for more from this story. I was waiting for the humor. Yes, some cute lines here and

there but certainly not humorous.Mason represents all men in general in his thoughts and by his

actions. Honestly, I read to get away what I'm surrounded by day in and day out. Bren is written

marginally better.While the storyline is cute and shows promise, for me, this book fell quite short.
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